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Ztylus has created a completely new platform for the iPhone case. Many of us have had to buy multiple 
accessories for our phones but then experience the problem where they become incompatible when we 
upgrade to a new phone. With Ztylus’ phone cases, all of them come with their innovative disc mount 
system which keeps all of their accessories still compatible with your phone, no matter which model/case 
you use. Not only are the Ztylus phone cases practical, they are also beautifully designed with the classic 
cameras of the 1940’s and 1950’s serving as inspiration. These slim protective cases feature a tactile grip 
and brushed chrome accents.  
 

 
 
Revolver Lens Attachment – This attachment has a 4 in 1 
lens capacity, which easily attaches to your Ztylus case. 
Only requiring a small flick of your wrist to change 
between the different lenses, you can take more 
interesting photos with ease. This Smart-Flip technology 
ensures that the lens flips out and locks automatically at 
your iPhone lens. Use either a Macro Lens, a Wide Angle 
Lens, Fisheye Lens, or a CPL Lens to enhance your phone 
photography. 
 
Ring Light Attachment – This is the solution to your low light photography and videography problems. 
The LED Ring Light comes with Ztylus’ patent pending flip out design. Again, the Ring Light attaches easily 
to all Ztylus cases – however, you can detach it and use it as an off camera lighting unit as well. 
 

Z-Prime Lenses (Coming Soon) – The Ztylus Z-Prime Lenses are for serious 
photographers that want that either that outstanding optical 4K quality (HD 
Lens), the 100° field of view (Super Wide Angle Lens), or just want to keep 
the quality of your image even when zoomed in (2x Telephoto Lens). All three 
lens elements have multiple layers of anti-reflective coatings – this reduces 
surface reflections and increase light transmissions. 

 
Available at shop.findingsgroup.com, Life Digital, Zixag, Original Macau 
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